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Compatibility with Joomla 1.6.5 and Joomla 1.7.0 RC1
    
    -  Include the origina joomla 1.6.5 and 1.7.0 RC1 installation directory;  
    -  Add a patch in the standard Joomla "articles" to avoid conflicts when the articles models is
already used by the "Article Sharing for JMS".

A potential conflict was reported with RockStories.  

  Jms Multi Site enhancement
    
    -  When making a reference to a website creation creation from the front-end, the standard
joomla does not cleanup all the parameters present in the URL (event when they are already
defined in the menu item).

The enhancement consists in adding a SEF cleanup to remove all the parameters that are
already defined in the menu item.

So that the URLs are more friendly.  
    -  Enhance the "slave site" installer to allow re-installing some extensions like JomSocial that
have different names (Public name is "JomSocial" and technical name "Community").

This allow re-installing the extension from a slave site and potentially proceed with the
upgrade of the extension when the DB layout is modified.

This new feature can help to proceed with the upgrade of SomSocial 2.0.2 to 2.2.2 that
require to apply some DB modifications.   

  Bundled with jms multisite Patch definition 1.2.63
  

    
    -  In Joomla 1.6 and 1.7, add a patch in the Joomla Articles (com_content) to avoid duplicate
models articles definition when the Article Sharing and RockStories are simulanously called
present.   
    -  Add JMS Tools (install) definitions for :

- Multisites patches for VirtueMart Payment Method,
- AlphaGetCouponCode,
- AlphaUserPoints Raffle,
- Community Quiz,
- Community Surveys,
- Droomla,
- GTranslate,
- GW Coupons,
- iJoomla Ad Agency modules,
- iJoomla Magazine,
- iJoomla News,
- jCenter,
- JEvents Tags,
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- jNews,
- jomLike,
- Joobi installer,
- JoomlaXi User Search,
- VideoWhisper 2 Way Video Chat,
- VideoWhisper Live Streaming,
- VideoWhisper Video Conference,
- VideoWhisper Video Consultation  
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